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Participant responses to a series of questions.

Is there anything else we should take into consideration to address the challenge of affordability?
Ensure the cost of travel to jobs is considered when referring to affordable homes as affordable.
Ensure affordable homes are co-located with essential services including well funded education and medical
facilities,
Look to European housing systems for examples of affordable housing provision
The continued investment in affordable housing will be helpful and potential tax incentives to allow wealth
growth.

It's unfortunate that this area has essentially become a bedroom community of only tech workers, and people
who work in essential industries that pay less have to commute a ridiculous distance to work for relatively
little money here. We need a lot of emphasis on putting affordable housing near the jobs where people work
who need them.
If we consider race and class to be "beyond the scope of this work" then the solidarity statement at the
beginning of this workshop is absolutely worthless.
Affordable housing isn't just about building units. It's about folks having jobs and income to afford the
housing.
YES to income strategies
Create a Bay Area-wide minimum wage threshold if there isn't one already.
Accessory dwelling units, tiny homes, RV transition homes for homeless,
Allow taller buildings if the affordable % is increased
Berkeley has vacancy control in its rent control program
Commercial rent control to retain small business owners and keep them gainfully employed
Increase density allowance in transit rich areas, but also in surrounding areas with fewer transit options.
Provide more job opportunities near housing further removed from job centers (i.e. create new job centers in
smart locations rich in housing).
If you try to put 'Affordable Housing' in most of the suburban counties/cities that are 'well-resourced', there
will be incredible push-back. The challenge will be how to address the underlying issues of class and race,
which is well beyond the scope of our work here. Would be interested in knowing if MTC/ABAG has
considered these issues.
Universal basic housing/income
We have highly disruptive technologies for all the issues on which I have commented. We want to put them
on the table without having to previously compete in the market, as we are not funded yet. They are
compelling enough that they could be funded publicly. Besides saving money and solving problems, they also
will create local jobs on a large scale. It's all about whole systems thinking that cuts across the way society
works today.
The proposed strategies are focused on production, which is important and often receives the lion's share of
political support and resources, but more strategies around protection of tenants from rent hikes and unjust
evictions and preservation of unsubsidized affordable housing will be critical in stabilizing existing
households
I think low-income people need more services to help them stay in housing.

Is there anything else we should take into consideration to address the challenge of congestion and transit
crowding?
The maintenance of sidewalks and improved pedestrian crossing to improve safety on route to transit.
Transport for London style approach - all services provided by one agency that ensure that the best mode for
riders to get from A to B is accessible and cost-effective for all. Also ensures agency resiliency at times where
mass-transit is not a feasible option for riders (all revenue captured by one agency across all modes)
With more office workers working from home, may we see a decrease in transportation needs?
Optimize telework
Expanding ACE between Central Valley, Tri-Valley and Silicon Valley
Keeping public transit at low cost makes it much more desirable to utilize for me versus driving my car.
Congestion pricing
Seamless transfers
Subsidized/free passes for frequent transit users
Consider demographics of people who participate in this and whether it's skewed toward people living in the
outer part of the county.
Telecommuting may eliminate traffic congestion, especially if we can get people back on transit.
Add express lanes but don't widen highways.
Incentivize sharing of automated vehicles and other TNCs
Subsidize or support bike share for places that are not easily accessible by transit
Japan and the Netherlands show that mega bike garages at rail stations help optimize both transportation
networks. Garages for 5,000 bikes are not uncommon.
Prioritize investment more heavily in funding all Transit modes.
Self-driving cars
In order to move politically to a radical realignment of modes of movement, we need to get systematic
information of conventional costs and benefits in a wide range of settings, and grant funding to
systematically adapt our designs to the regional reality and cost them out, so we can show that working with
us will save the economy, while solving the physical problems. We are a cluster of startups, unfunded and in
the valley of death. We can suspend GRT over highways!
Require companies to participate in transit options.
Free Transit

Is there anything else we should take into consideration to address displacement in the Bay Area?
As someone who is pretty well off but doesn't own a car, there's a big gap in transit where some lines don't run
outside "standard" commute days and hours, making it hard to take advantage of things happening on
weekends or off-work hours. This would even more deeply affect those who can't afford to fill the gap with
something like Lyft.
Look at support for Urban Land Trust options that support folks in buying homes they're renting. Increase
rent subsidies. Is paying 47% of income on housing and transit sustainable?
The homeless population is a growing human health and dignity problem for the Bay Area. Perhaps increasing
job placement in supportive services for the homeless (like in infrastructure or other sectors) could be helpful
and benefit the overall economy. Just as important is sheltering, housing, family support services, and
substance addiction support.
Identify and empower communities at risk
If a new housing project displaces some residents, they should be provided housing during construction, and
given top priority to move in to the new project at their current rents.
Rent subsidies for original residents of neighborhoods that have become more expensive
By taxing the richer elements in the Bay Area for instance for affordable housing, the income gap between rich
and poor should become smaller.
As we build our new industries, we want to hire in the disadvantaged communities, putting high pay directly
into them, instead of into higher-income groups (which increases disparity).
Yes for urban land trust!
More services such as mental health support, finance and budget information and other services to assist
people in staying in their homes.
Identify barriers for access to jobs and address to remove them - subsidized child care, free transit, work force
training etc.
Carve out funds that can be used to support undocumented families.

Is there anything else we should take into consideration to address climate emissions in the Bay Area?
Incentives/policies to ensure private entities with large asset portfolios make significant GHG emission
reductions
Electrify everything. Make sure low-income families have access to electric vehicles.

All self-driving cars must be electric.
Phase out the refining of oil in the north bay,
Require new homes to be all electric,
Support for Electric Bikes
Create solar farms for clean energy generation
Continue to push water conservation throughout the region.
Electrify transit
Clean energy for household and office use
Charge more for landfill dumping
Investing in bus transit to significantly improve reliability
Plan Bay Area should set a goal of 100% elimination of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
Increased parking fees could be used to support electrification.
Support ride-sharing for one-way trips and/or ride share carpooling
The Delft study showed that completing a bicycle network in a city (including the most expensive parts) led to
zero increase in car ownership compared to similar cities five years out. An incomplete bicycle network
prevents natural growth for bicycling.
More areas with mixed use housing near work and mixed income housing
Funding startups like ours and EVGine, which has done the design work for converting trucks and buses from
diesel to BEV, using our batteries when they are available, and the best lithium batteries until we reach the
market. The market system is broken, and we need timely support. Our technologies solve cost and range
problems dramatically!
We plan solar canopies over parking, etc., to expand the amount of solar electricity available for truck and
bus charging in a given area.
Require all TNC's or taxis to be all electric.
High frequency clean transit in all dense areas - so people don't see a need to drive
Promote/write policies to support funding for converting single-family residences to multi-story units to
increase housing near hubs while avoiding displacement.
Promoting community solar hubs.

Is there anything else we should take into consideration to address jobs-housing imbalance in the Bay Area?
Support essential workers/those that cannot telecommute to be able to live close to where they work

Support for people reducing their carbon foot print and being more self reliant.
Community gardens
Support for Maker Spaces - sharing tools to make things
Prioritize housing development in job rich communities
City and county government should partner with businesses to promote and assist employees to find
affordable housing in the surrounding community.
In newly developing areas, bring a balance of income types and mixed uses,
Re-evaluate the zoning laws
How do you put pressure on city councils who resist housing? Incentivize housing.
Subsidies and/or tax breaks for people working from home,
Satellite offices and workspaces like WorkHub/Hive
Alameda County has more jobs than San Francisco. It's just that the better paid jobs are in SF. Promote
making San Francisco better-paid jobs cross the Bay to Oakland and elsewhere.
Incentives for companies that spread out/move out of high jobs areas
The Valley to Valley program from the Governor's office aims at getting companies to expand into the San
Joaquin Valley from Silicon Valley. They emphasize High Speed Rail as a way to make this feasible; I want to
put additional GRT lines in 2 to 5 locations to take people more directly from their communities to their job
centers.
Provide help to service oriented people so that they can live where they work. I.e.: teachers, fire, police, etc.
Focus on supporting business support and development targets to historically excluded and displaced
groups, and build housing where jobs are.
Comments from Participants, via Zoom's Q&A Feature -- most questions answered live during workshop
What is the cost per mile threshold to put elevated bicycle and pedestrian paths on the policy table? What is
the current cost per mile estimate?
What are the sea level rise engineering particulars / project designs, and how much do they cost per mile of
shoreline?
Given the cost of the Transbay tub may reach 50 billion and the limited availability of state and federal funds,
why can't we plan a coordinated approach for rail in the south county - Fremont, union city, hayward and
Newark? The south bay connect and Transbay tube addresses access to San Francisco to San Jose but not east
west - from San Joaquin to the Peninsula.
What are the requirements for sea level rise approaches to be considered?
I have two friends designing high-tech, manufactured housing, to be much less expensive per square foot than
current construction.
How open is the policy development to adopting technologies such as these?
Ron Powers' design for Group Rapid Transit, and my design for building active transportation affordances
above it, can reduce crowding and congestion at grade substantially. I would like to meet with planners and
engineers to put this firmly on the table. How can we arrange this?
Express lanes on the I-680 and I-880 is promoting driving and not addressing a commitment to public transit
like bus on shoulder or a bus only lane as seen in District 11, San Diego. Given climate change and the GHG
impacts from driving, express lanes will promote congestion in the long run. Missing Middle housing is being
provided in the valley and is also creating the super commuter housing. We need a better job -housing
balance in our communities.
San Francisco must build workforce - missing middle - housing to fix a job housing imbalance at roughly 17 :
1. The Transbay tube supports an inequity of a job-housing balance. Please put housing focused where jobs
are located.

How do you plan to protect highway and rail corridors?
What technology would you use to raise them?
Does this plan get us to carbon neutrality by 2050?
13,000 new marshes or restored marshes?
19 points is not as much as the Governor has decreed; why is this so?
I see the plan leaves a gap in reducing/mitigating green house gas emissions. Why was that not a guiding
principle in creating the plan? What other regional mechanisms are going to organize action toward that
critical need?
The UN’s IPCC calls for complete elimination of greenhouse gases by 2050. Why doesn’t Plan Bay Area 2050
include this goal for transportation? Can’t we stop spending money on highways, and shift that to
electrification of transportation?
What do you see as the biggest challenge to getting this plan implemented?
Climate change is a significant cost and creating a very expensive South bay connect capitol corridor project
in the long run. A current 3 billion vision plan does not account for climate change. Moving passenger rail to
the coastal subdivision is not planning for climate change and will cost more. Passenger and freight Rail
systems should be coordinated before funding one project over another. thank you!
Who will be working to support action, track progress, and make adjustments to the plan?
As seen with the pandemic, bicycling has great potential even during times of distress. A good bicycle
network also promotes economic growth at the local level, think Mom&Pop stores, in contrast to regional
networks that support larger companies. Is there much attention from a transportation perspective to
support Mom&Pop stores?
The major projects that were shown on the slide look like the same ones that were proposed in previous
Regional Transportation Plans. What major projects are you proposing that are new?
What role can the public play in the implementation phase?
Additional Transbay transit is very expensive. Why put the horse before the cart? Help stimulate economic
activities that are more central to our region. Is it not better to stop the enormous drain of finance by
providing economic support away from San Francisco?
Does this plan account for the future self-driving car technologies?
The Blue Print could be updated to increase telecommuting so as to close the GHG reduction gap. The
population of 10 million by 2050 also could be reduced due to the impacts of telecommuting, which are
expected to impact Silicon Valley with employers already allowing employees to telecommute permanently.
Re: seamless connection between transit systems, have you reached out to the Seamless Bay Area
organization? That is exactly the sort of thing they're working towards.
For "Reduce Barriers to Housing Near Transit and in Areas of High Opportunity," through what mechanism
would you proposed to reduce impact fees and how do you balance local governments' need to provide
services to those projects in perpetuity?
Let's consider the possibility of low-cost (new composite technology) elevated systems such as I described
previously in more detail being compared to the cost of road improvements -- the point is that they will cost
far less per person traveling, and they will reduce congestion in a way that is comparable to the impact of
Covid, even if less than at its most extreme.
Ideas to reduce costs and redundancy - The South Bay Connect - Oakland to San Jose route - is being
duplicated by BART except for the rail stations in Santa Clara. Given BART is going to San Jose, perhaps ACE
can take passengers to Santa Clara and not allow Capitol corridor to continue to San Jose? With limited fed
and state funding - we won't be able to get closer to fund the passenger rail gaps going east west from the
valley to the peninsula. We really need to achieve vision zero emissions -less highway express lanes and more
rail integration. We can expect catastrophic impacts in 100 years or less. Let's redesign our transportation
system! yours. Liz Ames, BART Director, District 6

How does the plan prioritize the maintenance and support of the existing systems so that there are well
maintained streets and sidewalks for bicyclist and pedestrians?
When we slash the price of new and converted BEVs to less than the price of a new ICE vehicle, or an overhaul
or engine replacement with operating cost attached, the carbon goals will move far closer to being reached,
at the equivalent of no new cost to society, as financing makes them affordable and the savings pay for the
financing interest and principle.
Are you willing to have discussions with us on the use of new composite technologies to slash the cost of the
bridge projects? And the cost of ferries?
Congestion pricing on interstates promotes driving and hope we can have a robust interstate bus system
instead. Supercommuters has grown by 200 percent per the 2019 Mercury news report. Thank you!
Economically, it is better to have ten centers of similar size in the Bay Area than focusing on one center such
as San Francisco that has extreme high costs to address even minor transportation issues. Is it possible to
rethink the super expensive transit projects? This is not Manhattan. The Bay is super expensive for any new
crossing. Do you agree that investments are better made away from the most expensive location in the Bay
Area?
How does this plan line up with other plans like Oakland’s Equitable Climate Action Plan?
when my selection turns blue, does that mean I have selected the strategy?
Do the housing strategies draw from (line up with) the CASA initiative that was undertaken?
Sorry not able to join survey - Let's build missing middle housing - workforce housing - not just affordable
housing. the larger strategy is the housing should be placed where jobs are created and those communities
that have the largest job-housing imbalance. If San Francisco wants a Transbay tube then they should have an
equitable housing in San Francisco. Mayor Breed noted San Francisco could achieve 10 billion in revenues
with Missing Middle communities spending money in town. yours. liz
Hello Leslie, please see my email of July 20, 7:24 p.m. It has an attachment.
Re Advance High-Ridership Transit Projects -- because we use close headways through automation, the
coaches carry 30 people each, and have flexibility of routing in real time, Group Rapid Transit will have very
high ridership and capacity per hour.
What is the plan around the uncontrollable litter, in general? But why not provide waste services for
homeless communities the same for house neighborhoods?
Climate change will displace jobs and housing, so we need to target our transportation system integration
with zero emission goals. A cost-benefit analysis given climate change impacts should dictate location of rail
and transportation investments. A zero emission goal of the plan bay area 2050 is essential in our
transportation and housing strategy. thank you! liz
Projects delivering GHG and VMT from interstate express lanes should require mitigation off site to protect
our watersheds, wetlands and agricultural lands. We need to preserve our natural resources with irreversible
climate change impacts. Yours liz
Instead of shift, proliferate! Maker Spaces stimulate the economy far more than their cost according to the
Community College trial of several -- they decided to roll them out system-wide!
climate emissions is the most urgent and 2nd is addressing the jobs-housing imbalance as these two will
change transportation priorities! We musts design with zero emissions in mind! yours. liz
Our solutions for congestion solve climate challenges.
if there are no new highway projects, why is the TIP showing 37% for highways?
Is public health a consideration in the Blueprint(considering Covid and even the next pandemic)?
With Covid19, several streets were used for pedestrians and bicyclists only. Are there plans to build on this
experience and make a number of these street permanent for bicyclists and pedestrians (woonerfs comes to
mind)?

How can we protect our water, agricultural and bay resources with the increase of GHG anticipated? More
highways and express lanes are not going to decrease GHG/VMT. Perhaps we should include a mitigation
planning effort with the "bay adapt" sea level rise planning effort as we need to invest and preserve all natural
resources to protect our future environment. yours. liz
For staff-you guys are doing a great job of taking all facets into account and engaging the public. Keep up the
good work, looking forward to Bay Area 2050 :)
What does the plan include to ensure the safety of public transit and bicycling for riders, including informing
the public of measures taken to address these concerns?
what is the picture in the screen share?
To clarify, is there anything in the plan specifically about addressing the safety of public transit riders, like
BART or AC Transit riders while they are using public transit, or waiting for their bus/train?
What about floating infrastructure?
I imagine you’ll be drawing on the work of the Bay Adapt effort to inform Sea Level Rise strategies.
I will re-send the email, in case it got lost.
I know several of them!
We are futurists, engineers and designers who break the mold.
Thanks for all the efforts. Keep pushing forward. We have such an amazing region. We can do it together!

